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about Finn beales
Stories are the real influencers. They have the ability to shape
thinking and mold memories like no other form of communication.
They can leave an unforgettable impression.

Finn is an award-winning travel, lifestyle and commercial
photographer based in the United Kingdom where he lives
with his wife and two children.
Attracted by his cinematic style and the narrative he weaves
throughout his work, Finn shoots for the likes of Apple,Land
Rover, Omega, Cartier and a variety of other global brands.
An early adopter of Instagram, he is well known on the
platform where he has over half a million followers.
In May 2017 Finn was granted an Artist Visa by the
United States having demonstrated a record of:
"extraordinary ability within the field of the arts".
madebyfinn.com
instagram.com/finn
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introduction
why stories?
People remember stories.
Shoot them well and they'll remember you.

Stories are far more influential than

In this workshop I will deconstruct the

most of us realise. From fairy tales and

essence of a story so you can learn the

legends to religious texts and political

methods I use to help improve your own.

campaigns, it's the stories that capture
us and the emotions they elicit that

We'll look at the importance of loca-

make the messages last.

tions, how you can use character to
drive events, crafting a narrative arc and

Today's world is saturated with epic im-

incorporating product without it feeling

agery, and this can often be demoralis-

forced.

ing when starting out as a photographer,
but you don't need to buy a ticket to

The aim is to develop your skills as a

Bali. You simply need to build story into

storyteller, so you can weave a story

your work. Wherever you are. People

through your work, as well as improving

remember stories. Shoot them well and

your photography game. Combine the

they'll remember you.

two and your future is a bright one.
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Shooting Bag
Domke F2 - Designed so you can get at equipment instantly without having to
take the bag from your shoulder, nothing competes with this thing in the field.
I also love the low profile look to this bag i.e. it doesn't scream "I'm carrying a
shit-load of expensive gear!" I flat-pack this guy in my checked luggage and use
the roller below to transfer all my (heavy) gear through the airport. 2 bags are
better than 1.

module 0
gear
Take a look at the gear Finn uses for his photography: cameras, lenses,
memory cards, storage, backup, and bags.

TRANSFER BAG: Think Tank Airport International™ V 2.0 Roller
This is very nearly my favourite piece of equipment. Lenses are heavy! Add in a
laptop, batteries, hard drives, camera bodies and it won't be long before your
body starts to complain if you load it all on your shoulders. Aside from it's solid
design and plethora of security features I simply love the mobility this thing
gives me through an airport. Once you experience wheeling a heavy bag vs carrying one, there really is no going back.
As I state above, I flat-pack a Domke into my checked luggage and decant gear
from my Airport International into my Domke once I reach my destination.

Digital Camera

Film Cameras

Canon 5D MkIV

Hasselblad 500 c/m

Canon BG-E20 Battery Grip

I like to think I use this more than I
do, although when I do use it (and

Prime Lenses

get the pictures back) I wonder why

Canon 24mm 1.4L

I don’t use it more! My Hass is pretty

Canon 35mm 1.4L

cranky and usually delivers some

Sigma 50mm 1.4 Art

random artifacts (light leaks etc.)

Sigma 85mm 1.4 Art

that give me inspiration for projects
like this.

Zoom Lenses
Canon 70-200mm 2.8

Contax T3 35mm

Canon 100 - 400 4.5-5.6L

I like to shoot one roll of film per trip

Canon 24-70 2.8L II

as a personal memento. Shooting
some film now and again is a good

Drone

reminder of the associated aesthetic

DJI Phantom 4 Pro

- grain, color tones etc. I use either

The roller then stays in my hotel room, locked and secured (via it's built in cable) to a solid object; thus securing all the gear I don't require out on location
each day.
Backup on the road
Compact Flash —> Sandisk Portable —> Lacie Rugged
Backup at the studio
QNAP RAID —> Amazon Cloud
Other Equipment
iMac Pro for editing
MacBook Pro for travel
Wacom Tablet for retouching and grading
Epson Stylus Pro A2 for printing

Portra 400 or Tri-X 400. Good film
Memory Cards

speed for a variety of conditions.

Lexar Professional CompactFlash
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module 1
storytelling
De-constructing the essence of a story so you can learn the
methods I use to apply to your own.

03
essence: character
Desire is at the heart of everything we do and identifying it in your character and relaying it is a great
way to connect your audience with your pictures.
It’s kind of fun too, because by identifying aspira-

01
what is a story?

tions you can craft events. Once you know what your
character wants most you can start thinking about
obstacles and set-backs that prevent them from
achieving it.

A story has a beginning, a middle and an end and

04. essence: events

ideally an ending that ties up a plot line, or at least
relates to the beginning. This layer of structure adds
a level of satisfaction to the experience. There’s a

Once you’ve established your characters desires, you

pay off for the viewer.

can build the events off the back of them but introducing obstacles. Often interest is increased if there

Be mindful that the pictures you include should add

is an apparent dilemma. We all love a bit of drama!

to the story and the narrative journey. A good editor

The trick is to make your viewer sit up in anticipa-

knows when to leave out an image, even if it’s a

tion, so keep your audience in tune by adding a little

great one. If it doesn’t work with the set leave it out.

suspense.

02
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essence: location

recap

You need three elements: location, character/subject

Use your location and your character to craft your

and an event. The magic lies in what happens when

event by thinking what your character wants most

these three elements collide.

and what you might put in their way preventing them
from getting it. Create a satisfying ending by allowing

Location gives a story context so remember to cap-

your character to overcome a situation and ultimate-

ture the details that make up your scene - textures,

ly achieve what they want.

leaves, sand, furniture etc. The location should
contribute as much as your character, orient your

Follow these simple rules to structure your

audience and ensure your story is believable.

narrative and also build a shot list from which to
work. You’ll have a plan and work way more
efficiently as a result.
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module 1
shot types

lens: 85mm or 70-200mm

extreme long
An extreme long shot is used to show subjects from a distance, or the area in
which a scene is taking place. It’s a study in scale and majesty. We’ve all seen
these images on Instagram: a mountain climber represented as a tiny speck
against a vast expanse of snow etc. Often used as an establishing shot it doesn’t
require any other contextual or supporting information. The audience is able to
immediately comprehend the scene and this is why such images engage particularly well on Instagram; a one shot platform.

In the same way a book comprising of 3 words or a film shot from one camera angle might get pretty
boring, as is the case with a photo essay composed of the same type of shot. A variety of angles and
compositions will help draw your viewers in and hold their attention. Remember the best stories take
you on a journey, revealing information bit by bit.

I tend to shoot extreme long shots using a telephoto lens since they compress
distance and bring the background closer to foreground subjects. For story telling
purposes, I often use the extreme long towards the end of a series of images.
Since it’s a “tell all” frame I like using it to reveal as opposed to establish.

Let’s run through some of the key shot types and look at the qualities each one can bring to a story;
I'll also list the lenses (or focal lengths) I use to make them.
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lens: 24mm

lens: 35mm

long

medium

A long shot shows your subject from top to bottom; for a person, this would be

A medium shot typically frames a person from about waist up. It focuses on a

head to toe, though not necessarily filling the frame. The character becomes more

character (or characters) in a scene whilst still showing some of the surrounding

of a focus than an Extreme Long, but the shot tends to still be dominated by the

environment.

scenery.
Try to frame your subjects without cutting through joints; framing a little higher or
I used a 24mm lens for the shot above; anything wider would have introduced

lower to avoid knees, waists, elbows etc.

distortion and the scene would feel unnatural. Depth perception is exaggerated
when shooting this wide, and objects appear further apart than in reality and

Since we’re now moving in closer to our subjects, avoid wide lenses and switch to

help to create a feeling of space.

a 35mm for this type of shot. 35mm is classic focal length, close to that of the
human eye. It will bring a realistic vantage point for the viewer and deliver a natu-

The distance of your camera from your subject can also create emotional dis-

ral looking image.

tance; the audience doesn’t get as involved in what’s going on as they would if
they were closer. I like to use this type of shot for creating intrigue. The audience
is present but observing from afar.
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lens: 50mm

lens: 50mm or 85mm

MEDIUM CLOSE-UP

close-up

Whereas medium and long shots are more appropriate for delivering facts, orient-

A close-up camera shot tightly frames a person or object so a subject becomes

ing your audience or delivering stunning panoramic views, close-up shots reveal

the primary focus within the shot. Use it to keep your audience in-tune and "con-

the emotions and/or details relating to the subject.

nected" with your subjects.

Such shots are rarely made with wide-angle lenses because this perspective

Concentrating solely on medium / long shots can quickly become boring if that's

causes objects in the center of the picture to look unnaturally enlarged. Go for a

all an audience sees and you run the risk of them disconnecting from your char-

classic 50mm here. It makes beautiful portraits and the depth of field is awesome.

acters as attention begins to wane. Using close-ups can capture attention and

However, it is more difficult to tell “the whole story”.

keep your audience involved with a story.

I think this is why you’ll find less engagement on Instagram for Medium Close or

We’re moving back into the realm of telephoto lenses here, but then again a

Close Up shots. They tend to need supporting imagery to inform the viewer of a

50mm would do just fine provided you’re ok with getting up close to your subjects.

situation.
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lens: 50mm or 85mm

cutaway
A cutaway is a shot of something related to but outside the main action of a
scene. It's a shot that cuts away from the main action to a separate or secondary
action - hence its name.
Even if cutaways don’t reveal anything new, they are super useful when editing,
helping to smooth transitions between scenes. They are also perfect for
introducing suspense or a vague sense of danger to a series of images; in the
above instance: a cold and brooding ocean.
It’s so easy to forget to shoot these details... especially in this world of
“Instagram Bangers” but for telling a more rounded story using a series of
images they are invaluable. I can often be heard repeating to myself: “details,
details, details” whilst on location.
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module 2
PREPARE FOR SUCCESS
In this module Finn explains how he approaches a shoot
and manages client expectations from the outset.

Getty's Image Calculator is your friend
Once you receive a response to these questions you can begin to formulate a

how do you respond to an enquiry about your work?
Moving an enquiry into a paid job can be a little tricky, but it pays to take control

price by punching the answers into Getty's Image Calculator:
https://www.gettyimages.co.uk/purchase/price-calculator/sb10069475ab-001

of the situation by responding with the right questions. This shows your

This will help you get a market rate for your work that you can use in your

prospective client that you know the value of your work.

negotiations - see overleaf.

Here follows a template you can cut and paste into your response to get the
conversation rolling:

Hi xxx,
Thanks for reaching out!
It would be great to hear some more detail of what you have in mind in terms
of a collaboration. Do you have a project brief you can share? If not, could you
give me some answers to the following questions so I can get more of an idea
of the project and your requirements?
1. Do you have a brief or could you send me a mood board for the shoot?•
2. Have you a shot list or could you let me know the number of deliverables
required?
3. What is the time line you are working to? When will the assets need to be
delivered?
4. Do you have any regions or locations in mind for the shoot?
5. Do you require any social media asks/sponsored posts?
6. What are the full usage terms and usage period?
7. Is there any use of likeness required? Will you be filming any BTS?
8. Are there any exclusivity terms attached?
9. What are your budget parameters for the project?
Look forward to hearing more!
Many thanks,
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line items you can include in your estimate
When estimating a job, the following line items should be considered:
Creative/Licensing: This is the fee you charge for your creative input combined
with the usage specified by your client in the initial exchanges. This is your rate
and will adjust from job to job, but try to keep this figure intact as you negotiate
the job.
Photographer Scout and Pre-Production Day(s)
Include a number of days prior to the shoot for scouting locations or any
pre-production work required. These can be quoted at 1/2 your creative rate.
Assistants
Do you need an assistant? Someone who can double as a digital tech?
Or perhaps someone to help with equipment and lighting on shoot days.
Approx: £250/$300 a day.

keep your fees intact!

Equipment
Often overlooked when starting out, it's worth including a line item for gear
even if it's your own. Calculate a market rate for hire by using the following

If you are told your estimate is too high, you can discuss a few items that could

website: https://rental.wexphotovideo.com/

be adjusted to bring the expenses down.

Mileage, Parking, Meals for Crew, Misc

For example you could drop the scout/prep day by a few hundred, or remove

I include a rate for food and miscellaneous funds for travel, parking and
expenses each day.

the equipment fees and cut your misc. expenses by half.
Such changes will 'give' your client something. It's important to realise this stage
of the process is a negotiation and a little bit of give and take is often inevitable.

Post Production
If you handle post yourself, you should include a rate for this. I tend to charge
a flat rate for shoot processing which covers basic color correction, blemish

The key is to keep your creative/licensing fee intact.

removal and upload to a website (Pixieset) for a client to make their selects.
Once the client has chosen the images they want I apply a final grade and
retouch where necessary and bill this at a set rate per image.
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Module 2
TREATMENTS & MOOD BOARDS
Treatments and mood boards are hugely effective for winning
contracts. They show a client you understand their brief and
detail how you will approach it.
In this episode Finn walks you through a typical treatment he
will send to a client. He shows you what to include in a 'pitch
deck', including personal notes, his approach and how to
develop a mood board for the shoot.
Image research: Designspiration / Pintrest / Google Images

I always begin with a title slide to put some ownership on the document, I'll
also include the logo of the client I am pitching/working with - see above.
I follow the title slide with a short introduction that includes a photograph of
myself and a personal note to my client - see opposite. You don't have to do
this, but it I think injects some personality into the deck and gives my client
an insight into me as a person as well as a photographer.
Building relationships is key in this industry. Don't be afraid to show some
personality when pitching for work. It will set you apart from the rest.
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Next I will include some details about my approach to their

More mood boarding here. This

brief. This page will differ slightly according to each shoot,

time looking into the back story of

but will generally include information relating to locations,

my client (Land Rover) as well as
the story I intend to wrap around

models, my approach to composition, retouching and grading

my client; in this case surfing.

info and my ultimate aim for the job in hand.

Note the color palettes used in
vintage surf posters match those
used in old Land Rover adverts, so
it makes sense for me to base my
grade on these values - see p36
for more on this.

I will then dig straight into some mood boards for the shoot. This shows the
general direction I'm looking to take and will give my client the opportunity to
feedback with any ideas they have of their own. This page is intended to manage
my client's expectations as well as my own.

The above mood board (part of a treatment I made for a MINI campaign)
includes images from my own portfolio as well as imagery found on the web.
You can see I'm already starting to think about the creative direction for the
shoot in the description. This all helps my client understand my approach and
if necessary, allows us to switch tack at this stage in the process; as opposed
to making major changes on shoot day.
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Round out with an overview of yourself. Listing a brief
biography some previous clients and your contact details.

Oh, and always say: Thank you!

Treatments should include anything that you think will help you win the job. I
sometimes include location details especially if I have shot there in the past
and think it suitable - see example above.
Including such details shows you have a grasp of the brief and will instill
confidence in your client. You are the right person for the job!
Your treatment needs to convince, so spend some time on it. Make it
professional and clear. Pay attention to fonts, and layout. If you need a jump
start you can always purchase a template from:
https://creativemarket.com
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Module 2
CREATIVE BRIEF & CALL SHEETS
Once a shoot has been commissioned I like to build a creative brief and call
sheet from which to work on shoot day. Working with a team of people can be
difficult so a call sheet will keep everyone involved on track with your vision
and help you run a shoot more smoothly.
A call sheet can be as simple or intricate as you think necessary, but common
elements include:
1) Who's involved - including contact details
2) Time and date of production
3) Location of shoot
4) Schedule
5) Weather conditions
6) Food/Catering details
7) Emergency phone numbers and addresses
I like to combine the above elements with the creative direction I intend to
take on shoot day, so I will also include:
1) Example imagery
2) Description of the scenarios I have in mind
3) Props, wardrobe and supporting details required for each scene
This document goes to everyone involved in my shoot: client, models,
assistants etc. ensuring everyone is on the same page from the outset. Each
shoot will have variables, and the more you shoot, the more you'll learn
what to include to keep everyone prepared. Tweak your sheet as necessary,
and make sure it has a clear structure and layout. People don’t want to trawl
through pages of unnecessary information; as with your stories, only include
the necessary. Keep the layout clear and user-friendly and I guarantee it will
make your production run more smoothly.
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MODULE 3
Shoot day

TECHNIQUE: 50 & stitch
I often keep a 50mm lens on my camera,

Today is the day.

as I prefer the focal length over all others.
It's light and fast and the wide aperture
provides a beautiful depth of field. I love
the look. However it's not very wide so not

01

02

meeting your subjects

the board room

Finn meets Dan Costa for the first time

Watch Finn shoot the first chapter in

attached and stitch images together

in his boardroom outside of Lisbon and

Dan's board room. Tips include prepar-

creating a panorama. There are some

gives practical tips for getting comfort-

ing for environmental difficulties and

able with your subject before you shoot.

asking your subject to walk you through

Remember to connect as a human first.

their process so you know what is going

Leave your camera in the car!

to happen before it actually does.

great for telling a wider story or shooting
long or extreme long shots. Yes, I could
switch lenses, but I often keep the 50mm

benefits to this, as detailed below:

01. high resolution
By stitching together multiple images

03

04

the road trip

surf day

Watch Finn shoot the second chapter.

Watch Finn shoot coastal roads leading

You will see him directing Dan, and

down to the ocean with a drone before

asking him to perform everyday tasks

heading down to the beach to capture a

so that Finn can capture natural looking

sunset surf session. Shooting the same

images without having to worry about

scene from multiple angles is key to

Dan freezing up in front of the camera.

Finn's method of storytelling.

you're effectively creating a very high

Technique

resolution image which means you can

1) Focus on your subject and lock focus
using the back focus button before
recomposing and shooting a series of
images in an organized layout - see
image above for an example.

02. depth of field
Shooting at a wide aperture at this focal

2) After you have finished shooting,
switch your lens to manual and take
a picture of your hand. This makes a
blank frame in your Lightroom
filmstrip helping you see where your
stitch starts and ends in the edit.

length will throw the background out of
focus to a far greater extent than a wide
angle lens, so your subject pops!

03. depth perception

3) Use Lightroom's "Photo Merge"
tool to stitch the images together.
You may need to try different
projectionmethods to render the
best looking stitch.
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make huge prints.

Telephoto lenses compress distance,
bringing background elements closer to
foreground elements. A wide angle lens
has the opposite effect.
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TECHNIQUE:
Tracking shot

Please watch this safety video
before attempting this shot!
A car-to-car or tracking shot is a great
transitional image to drop into a sequence
when you want to connect one location to

Secure yourself in the lead car and open the

another and illustrate a sense of movement.

tailgate. Drop your camera into Shutter Priority
Mode so you can set the shutter speed and let
the camera look after your aperture settings.

Both cars should be travelling at the same speed
along a smooth stretch of road - not something
we had in Portugal! The aim is to freeze the

Start at around 1/50 sec and hold as steady as

model car whilst blurring the background.

possible. Shoot on rapid fire mode and review
your images at the end of your first run.

Use a wide angle lens for this effect. 24mm or
35mm. Anything longer will produce too much

If your model car is blurred try increasing your

camera shake. You may also need an ND

shutter speed and try again. The closer you have

filter to close down the lens if shooting in the

your camera to the ground the more 'road rush'

middle of the day.

you will generate, but please be safe!

You will need to communicate with the driver

Practice. Practice. Practice.

of your model car and I find these inexpensive
walkie talkies great for car to car work.
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Module 4

LIGHTROOM
RATING SYSTEM

FILE naming conventions
It pays to have a solid work flow when working with hundreds of digital files.
Keeping things organised in folders that use a logical structure and using a

01. * rating

02. ** RATING

Quickly run through the catalogue

Filter your catalogue so that it displays

sensible naming convention will pay dividends further down the line.
Finn uses the following naming convention for managing his assets:
WORK-DATE-CLIENT-ASSIGNMENT
So, for this shoot the project folder would be named:
WORK-201809-C&V-WORKSHOP
If this was a PERSONAL shoot he would switch out the WORK for PERSONAL
but the rest would stay the same.
Within this folder he creates sub folders to hold the Lightroom Catalogue, RAW
files and also low res JPG selects. Sub folders are as follows:
CAPTURE - Houses all RAW files. Files are renamed on import using the same
naming convention as the top level folder.

marking all good images with 1 star.

all images rated with one star. Run

This process is quick & intuitive. Go

through again in a more considered

with your gut - looking at composition/

fashion. You'll have a few duplicate

light. Anything you like gets 1 star. Don't

scenes from the first pass. Use this

delete stuff, easy to miss something on

second pass to choose the best from

this first pass!

each scene and give a two star rating.

03. COLOR LABELS

04. COLLECTIONS

Use color labels to filter

Split your shoot using collections in

your shoot based on the shot type:

Lightroom e.g. For the C&V Shoot I split
over 3 days based on location:

RED LABEL for Cutaways
YELLOW LABEL for Close-ups

Day 1 - Board Room

GREEN LABEL for Medium Shots

Day 2 - Road Trip

BLUE LABEL for Long Shots

Day 3 - Surfing

201809-C&V-WORKSHOP-01
201809-C&V-WORKSHOP-02
201809-C&V-WORKSHOP-03
etc.
CATALOGUE - Contains the Lightroom Catalogue
2500px - JPGS output at 2500px
4000px - JPGS output at 4000px
DRONE - Drone photography/footage
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Working with the Alien Skin Exposure plug-in to add realistic analogue film

Pixelating the moodboard

elements to your images.
Finn runs you through his preferred

Finn also demonstrates the Light

method of introducing analogue film

Leak effect within Exposure in this

elements such as film grain and light

episode.

leaks into digital files.
Create a new black layer in Photoshop

image GRADING

Lightroom's grain slider can apply

before applying the effect. Having the

grain across an image too evenly and

light leak on a separate layer will give

this often ends up looking like noise.

you more flexibility when positioning
over the top of your photograph.

Sometimes it's tricky to know where to

The Exposure plug-in allows you to

start when it comes to grading. I like to
use a trick within Photoshop to jump
start the process and grade according to
my client's back story.

selectively add grain to different parts

Remember to set the layer effect to

of the image (shadows/mid-tones/

"Screen" to knock out the black

highlights) giving a more realistic

background.

effect.

Collate a mood board from research
material and use the pixelate tool in
Photoshop to narrow down your color
palette. Filter > Pixelate > Mosaic. Use a
value of 150 to create a palette from your
source material.
Use the color dropper tool to sample
and base your grade off of these values.
In this instance an earthy red for the
shadows and grey blue for highlights.
I drop these color values into the split
toning panel within Lightroom underpinning my grade for the entire project.
Read up on color theory too:

Shadows

Highlights

Color Theory for Photographers
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M4E5 - building the story
Finn runs you through the story he has
crafted from the shoot in Portugal and

Exporting from Lightroom

A note on websites

Finn runs through the file settings he

Keep your website design nice and

uses when exporting from Lightroom:

simple. Let your images do the talking
as opposed to your web designer's skills.

explains his thinking behind the images
he has chosen.
Beginning in the Board Room Finn shows
how you can build intrigue and bring

File names: 201809-Client-Assigment

Clients want to see your photography,

Color Space: sRGB for digital

not flashy graphics. Use a simple tem-

Color Space: AdobeRGB for print

plate from either: Squarespace or Cargo

Output sharpening: Low

Collective

your audience into a story by pairing
different images together. He then moves

Keep your website simple. Let your
images do the talking not your web
designer's skills!

into the transitional sequences and
shows you how to emphasise a sense of
urgency and motion before ending with
the surf scenes on the beach.

M4E6 - USING SQUARESPACE
In this episode Finn walks you through
building his photo story using the
Squarespace platform.
He also talks about keeping your website
clean and simple and ensuring your
photography sits front and center.

Pairing images in Lightroom

Building a story using Squarespace

Open Lightroom and select two images

In this episode you'll see Finn's color

you think might pair well together and

labeling system in action.

hit the "C" key to "C"ompare them. This

Filtering a large catalogue according to

will bring up both images side by side so

shot types really comes into it's own

you can see whether they sit well next

when pairing images. Finn talks about

to each other. Pay attention to horizon

the reason why he chooses one image

lines and color tones.

over another giving you an insight into
his decision making.
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MODULE 5
Q&A with Finn & Alex
Q&A Editing with Alex and Finn
Approach to editing
Color theory, grading and presets
Developing a style for your photography

Q&A pricing your work
Asking the right questions
Valuing your time
Finn's 'Three F rule'

Q&A shooting
A preference for prime lenses
Choosing props and ensuring stylistic integrity
Shooting in broad daylight

Q&A photography today
Staying true to yourself
Working with new technologies
Printed portfolios vs websites

Q&A stuff that alex is curious about
Making memories
Living/working in a remote location
Balancing career with parenthood
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thank you

Www.finnxstrohl.com

